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Abstract. Infrastructure-as-a-Service providers are offering their un-
used resources in the form of variable-priced virtual machines (VMs),
known as “spot instances”, at prices significantly lower than their stan-
dard fixed-priced resources. To lease spot instances, users specify a max-
imum price they are willing to pay per hour and VMs will run only when
the current price is lower than the user’s bid. This paper proposes a re-
source allocation policy that addresses the problem of running deadline-
constrained compute-intensive jobs on a pool of composed solely of spot
instances, while exploiting variations in price and performance to run ap-
plications in a fast and economical way. Our policy relies on job runtime
estimations to decide what are the best types of VMs to run each job
and when jobs should run. Several estimation methods are evaluated and
compared, using trace-based simulations, which take real price variation
traces obtained from Amazon Web Services as input, as well as an ap-
plication trace from the Parallel Workload Archive. Results demonstrate
the effectiveness of running computational jobs on spot instances, at a
fraction (up to 60% lower) of the price that would normally cost on fixed
priced resources.

Keywords: spot market, virtual clusters, cloud computing.

1 Introduction

The introduction of affordable cloud computing infrastructure has had a major
impact in the business IT community. These resources are also being explored
as a means of accomplishing high performance processing tasks, often present in
areas such as science and finance. However, the use of virtualization and network
shaping have been cited as factors that hinder the viability of these resources for
running compute intensive applications, as opposed to using a dedicated HPC
cluster [1]. Nonetheless, the potential cost savings offered by clouds has led to
an increased adoption of cloud-based virtual clusters, as well as to the practice
of extending the capacity of local clusters using cloud resources in situations of
peak demand [2].
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The cost to build these virtual clusters highly depends on the type of leased
virtual machines, which are offered via various pricing schemes through separate
“markets”, most notably: the on-demand market, which offers standard VMs at
a fixed cost; and the spot market, which offers unused capacity in the form of
variable price VMs. For example, Amazon EC2 offers biddable virtual machines
(VMs), also known as “spot instances”, for as low as 1

3 of the standard fixed
price for a similar instance. In this fashion, users submit a request that specifies
a maximum price (bid) they are willing to pay per hour and instances associated
to that request will run for as long as the current spot price is lower than the
specified bid. Prices vary frequently, based on supply and demand.

In spite of the apparent economical advantage, an intermittent nature is in-
herent to biddable resources, which may cause VM unavailability. When an out-
of-bid situation occurs, i.e. the current spot price goes above the user’s maximum
bid, spot instances are terminated by the provider without prior notice. How-
ever, this situation can be avoided by bidding slightly higher, thus mitigating
this uncertainty, or by using fault-tolerance techniques such as checkpointing [3].

Virtual clusters can be heterogeneous, when different types of VMs (e.g. with
distinct number of CPU cores) are leased and added to the resource pool. In
this case, the ratio between price and performance of different types of spot in-
stances may not be constant over time, creating opportunities for optimizations.
For example, one could decide how to run a certain compute intensive job by
observing the performance per dollar ratio of two high-CPU EC2 spot instances.
The “c1.medium” instance type has a CPU power of 5 ECUs and the “c1.xlarge”
type has a power of 20 ECUs. One ECU is defined as equivalent to the power
of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 AMD Opteron or 2007 Intel Xeon processor. As the spot
price of each instance type varies, the performance per dollar ratio offered by
each instance type varies accordingly so that, at different periods of time, one
instance type may offer a better ratio than the other. In these situations, if
an application that would normally run using 5 ECUs could provide enough
parallelism, it could run significantly faster on the relatively cheaper 20 ECU
instance. This approach offers extra flexibility to users since they may choose
to assemble a pool of VMs by bidding on resource types that are currently at
a discounted hourly price and then adapt their jobs to run more efficiently on
the new resources. Figure 1 depicts an example scenario of such a virtual cluster
composed of virtual machines of different sizes.

This paper focuses on reducing the costs of building virtual clusters by leasing
spot market resources. Specifically, we propose a resource provisioning and
job scheduling strategy that addresses the problem of dynamically
building a virtual cluster out of low-cost VMs and utilizing them to
run compute-intensive applications. Our main objective is to exploit vari-
ations in price and performance of resources to run applications in a fast and
economical way. Moreover, applications are assumed to be deadline-constrained.
For this reason, our strategy is augmented by a job runtime estimation mecha-
nism that aids in deciding how to allocate jobs in a way that they finish within
their deadlines.
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Fig. 1. A virtual cluster is dynamically assembled out of inexpensive cloud-based re-
sources, e.g. Amazon EC2 spot instances. (a) VMs of appropriate sizes have to be
chosen, depending on the immediate requirements of running applications; (b) the
cluster is able to scale to much larger capacities; (c) VMs are replaced by different
types as application requirements change.

Our results show that it is possible to run a stream of computational jobs
by solely utilizing spot instances. Especially, we have quantified the effect of
the accuracy of runtime estimation on the monetary cost. We have found out
that less accurate estimations usually lead to higher costs (in the case of over
estimations) or more missed deadlines (in the case of under estimations).

The Contributions of This Work Are:

– A novel system architecture that enables the creation of cloud-based virtual
clusters solely by utilizing low-cost spot instances. Our system allows orga-
nizations that do not have a local cluster to run streams of computational
jobs in a fast and economical way;

– A resource provisioning strategy that decides when to request spot instances
to accommodate incoming jobs, as well as which instance type to request.

– An information mechanism that aids decision-making by providing runtime
estimates;

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related lit-
erature; Section 3 describes the proposed architecture; Section 4 details the
mechanisms that composed our resource allocation policy; Section 5 presents
experimental results and their discussion; finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

With the increasing popularity of cloud infrastructure, many organizations have
started looking into the exploitation of cloud resources rather than maintaining
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their own in-house cluster facilities, which are expensive to maintain. In this
section we present the most relevant works that consider similar scenarios and
compared them to our contribution.

2.1 Cloud-Based Virtual Clusters

Research on building virtual clusters using cloud resources can be generally di-
vided into two categories: (1) techniques to extend the capacity of in-house clus-
ters at times of the peak demand, and (2) assembling resource pools using only
public cloud resources and using them to run compute intensive applications.
For instance, Assuncao et al [2] have evaluated a set of well known scheduling
policies, including backfilling techniques, in a system that extends the capacity
of a local cluster using fixed-priced cloud resources. Similarly, Mattess et al [4]
have evaluated policies that offload extra demand from a local cluster to a re-
source pool composed by Amazon EC2 spot instances. In contrast to these works,
our system model does not consider the existence of a local cluster, instead all
resources are cloud-based spot instances.

2.2 Use of Variable Pricing Resources

A few recently published works have touched the subject of leveraging variable
pricing cloud resources in high-performance computing. Andrzejak et al. [5] have
proposed a probabilistic decision model to help users decide how much to bid
for a certain spot instance type in order to meet a given monetary budget or
a deadline. The model suggests bid values based on the probability of failures
calculated using a mean of past prices from Amazon EC2. It can then estimate,
with a given confidence, values for a budget and a deadline that can be achieved
if the given bid is used.

Yi et al. [3] proposed a method to reduce costs of computations and providing
fault-tolerance when using EC2 spot instances. Based on the price history, they
simulated how several checkpointing policies would perform when faced with
out-of-bid situations. Their evaluation has shown that checkpointing schemes,
in spite of the inherent overhead, can tolerate instance failures while reducing
the price paid, as compared to normal on-demand instances.

3 System Model of a Cloud-Based Virtual Cluster

We consider a scenario where an organization is interested in building a dynamic
cluster using cloud resources. We have assumed that resources are to be leased
exclusively from one cloud provider, such as Amazon EC2, even though our
proposed solution can be extended to support multiple providers.

Resources are virtual machines, instantiated according to a previously config-
ured template, which defines the capacity required (or “instance type” in Ama-
zon EC2 terminology) as well as the operating system and software stack details
(i.e. Amazon Machine Image). A job scheduling and middleware system, called
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Broker, is responsible for receiving job requests from users, creating a suitable
VM pool, and managing the QoS of jobs, i.e. ensuring that jobs finish within the
deadline.

Jobs are submitted by local users of the organization. A job request must
contain information such as: the task(s) to be executed (e.g. binary files or
scripts), the number of required processors, the amount of memory needed, total
runtime estimation, and a deadline.

The system model we define in this work has two main components: a Broker
(job scheduling and middleware); and a cloud provider-side VM management
infrastructure that we term as the “cloud manager”. A graphical representation
of the modeled system components is presented on Figure 2.

Broker Component: Computational job execution is managed by the Bro-
ker, which takes the responsibility of receiving job submissions and assembling
a pool of cloud spot instances on behalf of the organization. The broker ob-
tains all available information about a job and uses that information to perform
scheduling decisions.

More specifically, the broker manages the following activities: i) Job man-
agement: job admission, job execution, job failures, and monitoring of job QoS
constraints; ii) Virtual cluster management: bidding, instance selection, instance
requesting and termination,

Cloud Provider Model: Spot instance management activities are performed
by the cloud provider. For this component, we assume a similar cloud model as
the one described by Yi et al. [3], which reflects how the spot market currently
works in the Amazon Cloud. More specifically, the model considers the following
characteristics:

– Clients submit a spot instance request, specifying how many instances are
needed, an instance type, and up to how much they are willing to pay per
instance/hour (bid);

– The system provides spot instances whenever the client’s bid is greater than
the currently advertised price; on the other hand, it terminates instances
that do not meet the current spot price, immediately without any notice,
when a client’s bid is less than or equal to the current price.

– The system does not charge the last partial hour when it stops an instance,
but it charges the last partial hour when the termination is initiated by the
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Fig. 2. Modeled architecture: Client (broker) and server (cloud) side components
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client (the price of a partial hour is considered the same as a full hour). The
price of each instance/hour is the spot price at the beginning of the hour.

In summary, the cloud manager is responsible for the following tasks: i) Re-
quest management: admission control based on bids, and serving valid requests;
ii) Spot instance management: new instance requests, terminations due to out-
of-bid situations, and billing of hourly charges.

4 Cost-Effective Resource Provisioning and Scheduling
Policy

The Broker is equipped with a VM provisioning and job scheduling policy, which
composes the core contribution of this work. The following steps are involved in
allocating each incoming job to a virtual machine. These activities are described
in Algorithm 1.

– When a job is submitted, it is inserted into a list of unscheduled jobs
[Line 3].

– At each scheduling interval, the algorithm uses a runtime estimation method
to predict the runtime of the job on each available instance type [Line 6].

– The broker then attempts to allocate the job to an idle, already initiated,
VM with enough time before a whole hour finishes [Lines 7-10].

– If unsuccessful, it decides whether the allocation decision can be postponed,
based the maximum time the job can wait so that the chance of meeting the
deadline is increased [Lines 11-16].

– If the job cannot be postponed, it attempts to allocate it to a VM that is is
expected to become idle soon. Runtime estimates of all jobs running on the
VM are required at this step [Lines 18-24];

– If the job still cannot be allocated, the algorithm will decide whether to
extend a current lease or to start a new one. This decision is made based on
information about the estimated runtime of the incoming job on each VM
type [Lines 18-24].

– The algorithm then checks if there are still idle VMs, which are then matched
to non-urgent jobs that have been postponed in previous iterations [Lines
26-32]. Idle VMs are the ones that have been flagged to be terminated when
the next whole hours finishes.

– Finally, for each job that was allocated to a VM in the current iteration, a
correction event is scheduled to trigger at the time the job is expected to
finish [Line 33-35]. This event, if necessary, will then activate the estimation
correction and rescheduling mechanism, which corrects the estimation and
reinserts all jobs allocated to the affected instance into the list of unscheduled
jobs.

These steps are conducted in regular intervals (time t, which can be defined based
on the arrival rate of jobs). In this work, we have set t to 10 seconds, so that our al-
gorithm operates in on-line fashion, especially to guarantee that jobs with a tight
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input : available instance types types
while true do1

while currentT ime < NEXT SCHEDULE TIME do2
Receives incoming jobs and inserts in the list LJ3

vms← all VMs currently in the pool;4
foreach Job j ∈ LJ do5
erts← compute estimated runtime of j on each type ∈ types;6
decision← FindFreeSpace(j, vms);7
if decision.allocated = true then8

AllocateJobToVM(j, decision.vm);9
continue;10

mwt← compute maximum wait time for j;11
if CanPostpone(j) then12

Delay allocation of j by mwt;13
Add j to list LNU of non urgent jobs;14
Remove j from LJ ;15
continue;16

extendDecision = ComputeLeaseExtensions(j, vms);17
newDecision = ComputeCostForANew(j);18
if extendDecision.cost <= newDecision.cost then19

trigger lease extension;20
AllocateJobToVM(j, extendDecision.vm);21

else22
newVM ← LeaseNewVM();23
AllocateJobToVM(j, newVM);24

update state of VMs;25
if there are idle VMs and LNU is not empty then26

foreach Job j ∈ LNU do27
decision← FindFreeSpace(j, idlevms);28
if decision.allocate = true then29

AllocateJobToVM(j, decision.vm);30
remove j from LNU ;31
add j to LJ32

foreach Job j ∈ LJ do33
if j.isAllocate = true then34

dispatch correction and rescheduling event at time now + j.ert35

clear LJ36
NEXT SCHEDULE TIME = NEXT SCHEDULE TIME + t;37

Algorithm 1. Resource provisioning and job scheduling algorithm
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deadline are given to opportunity to start as soon as possible. Still, the use of
techniques such as job postponing, runtime estimation and delayed termination
of idle instances ensures that the policy keeps a holistic view of the workload.

Details of the various steps performed by our algorithm, such as runtime es-
timation and correction, rescheduling, and job speedup characteristics are given
in following sections.

4.1 Estimating Job Runtimes
In order to circumvent inaccurate user-supplied estimations, especially harmful
in backfilling schedulers, several works have proposed methods to predict job
runtimes, where the system computes the estimated runtime of a job and uses
it in place of a user-supplied estimate. Although complex methods have been
proposed, Tsafir [6] has observed that “even extremely trivial algorithms (e.g.
using the average runtime of two preceding jobs by the same user) result in
significant improvement”.

Although we do not make use of backfilling techniques in this work, our moti-
vation to employ runtime estimates is similar to those schedulers: improve system
utilization, especially important because there is a minimum cost involved for
each new VM added to the pool. Due to an hourly billing fashion, assumed
in this work to reflect practices of cloud computing providers, every VM runs
for a minimum of one hour. Therefore, relying solely on user provided runtimes
(mostly over-estimated) might lead to unnecessary requests.

In our scenarios, runtime predictions aid the decision-making process in the
following ways: i) the broker can decide whether to add new resources to the pool
based on the expected time that currently busy VMs would be free; ii) along
with information about current instance prices, it is possible to estimate the cost
to run a job on a given instance type, thus increasing the chances of meeting
monetary constraints.

Previous studies have shown that the “one size fits all” notion does not apply
to runtime estimation of job runtimes. For this reason, we have implemented 5
different methods, especially because no method has been shown to work well in
all scenarios [6]. A detailed discussion of each of these methods is presented in
the evaluation section of this paper.

4.2 Estimation Correction and Rescheduling
We have equipped the broker with a correction and rescheduling mechanism,
which activates whenever a job is detected to have been running longer than
expected, regardless of which runtime estimation method has provided the esti-
mate. Whenever a job starts running, a correction event is scheduled to trigger
immediately after the moment the job should have finished. If, at that moment,
the job is still running, a correction operation is performed. The broker sim-
ply assumes a new estimate that is equal to double the old estimate, and the
job remains allocated to the current VM. All other affected jobs, i.e. the ones
scheduled to the same instance, which might be delayed, are resubmitted to the
scheduler for rescheduling.
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4.3 Job Moldability and Speedup Considerations

We assume jobs to be moldable, i.e. they can execute on any number of processing
units, but restricted to a single VM. We model instance types as to contain one
or more processing units, assumed to be equal to the amount of EC2 compute
units of each available instance type. Each job runs on a single instance, and
each instance can only run one job at a time.

To determine the runtime of a job in a particular number of compute units, we
use Downey’s analytical model for job speedup [7]. Downey’s model requires two
parameters: the average parallelism A and an approximation to the coefficient
of variance of parallelism σ. To generate values for A and σ, we have used the
model of Cirne & Berman [8], which has been shown to capture the behavior
of a range of user jobs. Generated values were added as parameters to each job
originally present in the LCG workload trace. We assume that these values are
known by the users who submit the jobs, thus they can be used by the resource
provisioning strategies.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed resource allocation and scheduling pol-
icy using trace-driven discrete event simulation which is implemented using the
CloudSim framework [9]. The overall objective of our experiments is to quantify
the performance of our proposed policy based on three metrics: monetary cost,
system utilization, and deadline misses. Since our proposed policy aims at mini-
mizing the cost of building virtual clusters, the monetary cost of such activity is
considered as the main metric. System utilization indicates how long instances
remain idle before they are terminated. Deadline misses refers to the number of
submitted jobs which did not finish within the specified deadline; this is a metric
directly related to user satisfaction.

In a first scenario, the policy is compared with two base provisioning policies:
worst-case and best-case resource provisioning. In the worst-case provisioning,
the broker provisions only on-demand fixed-price instances but schedules jobs on
the most efficient machines types for each job. This provisioning is very similar
to the current solutions for building virtual cluster using cloud resources [4]. The
best-case resource provisioning is a hypothetical lower bound devised to evaluate
the cost-effectiveness of the proposed policy.

In a second experimental scenario, the effects of various runtime estimation
on the proposed policy are evaluated to understand which runtime estimation
method should be used for a given workload.

Virtual Machine Types: As stated earlier, our resource provisioning strategy
aims at choosing the most efficient instance type to run a job. Five instance types
were used in our experiments. They were modeled directly after the characteris-
tics of available standard and high-CPU Amazon EC2 types. The types available
to be used are M1.SMALL (1 ECU), M1.LARGE (5 ECUs), M1.XLARGE (8
ECUs), C1.MEDIUM (5 ECUs), C1.XLARGE (20 ECUs).
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Workload: The chosen job stream was obtained from the LHC Grid at
CERN [10], and is composed of grid-like embarrassingly parallel tasks. A to-
tal of 100,000 jobs were submitted over a period of seven days of simulation
time. This workload is suitable to our experiments to due to its bursty nature
and for being composed of highly variable job lengths. These features require
a highly dynamic computation platform that must serve variable loads while
maintaining cost efficiency. Originally, this workload trace did not contain infor-
mation about user-supplied job runtime estimates and deadlines. User runtime
estimates were generated according to the model of Tzafrir et al. [11]. A job’s
maximum allowed runtime corresponds to the runtime estimate multiplied by a
random multiplier, uniformly generated between 1.5 and 4. Consequently, the job
deadline corresponds to its submission time plus its maximum allowed runtime.

5.1 Comparison with Best-Case and Worst-Case Scenarios

In this section, we compare our proposed scheduling policy with other base
policies. Based on information from the workload trace (actual job length and
parallelism parameters A and σ), we have computed how much would be the
best possible cost that could be achieved to run all 100,000 jobs using the most
efficient instance type for each job, considering multiple pricing schemes. The
most efficient match for a job depends on its maximum speedup, the job’s length
and the instance’s cost per hour. As a general rule, short jobs or jobs that provide
little or no parallelism run more efficiently on less powerful, cheaper instances;
whereas longer jobs (execution time in the order of hours) that provide good
parallelism are more suitable for high-CPU instances, which provide a lower
cost per ECU.

Table 1 lists the costs that would be obtained in both best-case and worst-case
resource provisioning scenarios. Particularly, the cost of $2790.28 corresponds to
the best possible. Therefore, the aim of any resource provisioning strategy is to
obtain a cost as close as possible to this value.

Our proposed policy, when running with the “Recent Average” estimation
method was able to obtain an improvement of about 60% over the worst case
provisioning policy and just 23% worse than the best case.

Table 1. Total cost compared with two base policies

Instance type Percentage of jobs Worst-case Best-case Proposed Policy
M1.SMALL (1 ECU) 6.646% $1114.62 $371.54 NA1

C1.MEDIUM (5 ECUs) 84.564% $6942.38 $2314.13 NA
C1.XLARGE (20 ECUs) 8.790% $313.84 $104.61 NA

Total: $8370.84 $2790.28 $3628.25

1 We report individual percentage of jobs that ran on each instance type only for
the deterministic scenarios (worst-case and best-case) as an indication of the bias
towards high-cpu instances. These values are not necessarily meaningful of how the
policy allocates jobs in practice, where the total cost is the metric that really matters.
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5.2 Effect of Different Runtime Estimation Methods

We now describe in detail the 5 runtime estimation schemes and compare their
effects on the following metrics: monetary cost, number of deadline misses, and
system utilization. All values presented correspond to an average of 30 simulation
runs. Each run is set to start at a random point in time, uniformly chosen between
March 1st, 2010 and February 1st, 2011. These dates correspond to the available
price traces obtained from Amazon EC2.

In the “Actual runtime” approach, the actual job length, as per the workload
trace, is supplied to the allocation algorithm; while the “Actual runtime with er-
ror” approach consists of using the actual length slightly modified by a random
percentage between 0 and 10%. Naturally, these two approaches are not real as
they are based on information that would normally not be available in prac-
tice. They are included here for comparison purposes. However, should a nearly
perfect estimation method be available, say in a highly controlled environment
where detailed information about the workload characteristics is known, we can
then foresee that our proposed allocation algorithm would perform well, as these
two strategies yield the best results.

The “User Supplied” approach assumes the job length to be the value informed
by the user at job submission. Based on previous observations that user-supplied
estimated runtimes are mostly over estimated, we have also devised the “Fraction
of User Supplied” approach, that uses a value equal to 1

3 of original value as the
job length.

The “Recent Average” approach consists of using the average runtime of two
jobs completed prior to the submission of an incoming job by the same user. If not
enough information is available to compute the estimated length of an incoming
job, i.e. less than two jobs have completed at the time of decision-making, the
estimation is assumed to be given by the “User Supplied” method.

We conducted two sets of experiments. In first set, our strategy was not equipped
with the correction and rescheduling mechanism, described on section 4.2. In these
experiments, once the strategy made a decision based on a runtime estimate, jobs
would remain allocated to the instance chosen on the first decision. This resulted
in an excessive amount of deadline misses, especially when using the “Recent Av-
erage” estimation method, as can be see on Figure 3. This fact is due to under
estimations, that caused many jobs to be allocated to the same instances. Once a
certain job that was expected to finish at a certain time did not finish, all other
jobs would be delayed. By adding correction and rescheduling, the strategy was
able to virtually eliminate the occurrence of deadline misses.

Figures 4(a), and 4(b) show the effect of changing the runtime estimation
component on the total monetary cost, and system utilization respectively. These
results correspond our second set of experiments, which were collected after the
correction and rescheduling mechanism was implemented.

Results demonstrate that, contrary to our early belief, precise information does
not necessarily translates into more efficient allocation, especially in terms of cost.
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This fact can be observed in the comparison between the “Actual runtime” and
“Actual runtime with error” methods, where the latter performs better. Based
on observations of the simulation logs, we can attribute this difference to moder-
ate over-estimations, that cause more instances to be requested, which are reused
often by short jobs. On the other hand, the exact estimates provided by the op-
timal method cause the allocation system to request fewer instances and also to
terminate instances more often. Incoming jobs then cause more new instances to
be requested, which are then more likely to remain idle if the job that triggered
the request was a short one. This fact can be confirmed by observing the system
utilization under the effects of the “Actual runtime” method (90%) and “Actual
runtime with error” (96%).

In term of deadline misses, runtime estimations methods that tend to over-
estimate provide better results. However, excessively over-estimated runtimes were
shown to increase costs significantly, as they cause a much higher number of in-
stances to be requested, especially more expensive instances. Although these
instances are sometimes reused by other jobs, in most cases the allocation
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algorithm will choose to create new instances, by mistakenly considering that in-
coming jobs are long, thus requiring more powerful instances to complete their
execution within their deadlines. This observation can be inferred from the re-
sults obtained by the “User Supplied” and “Fraction of User Supplied” estimation
methods, also presented on 4(a); both methods tend to provide excessively over-
estimated runtimes.

We have also observed that good system utilization alone does not necessarily
translates into lower costs. For example, by using the “Recent Average” esti-
mation method, our strategy could achieve a better cost than “User Supplied”,
but the utilization was significantly lower. The key aspect to observe in this
scenario is the importance of choosing the correct type of instances for each job.
Smaller instances, even when not utilized efficiently, have less impact on the
final cost, than larger and more costly instance, which must be used efficiently
to compensate for their cost.

In conclusion, in our scenarios, slightly over-estimated runtimes have shown
to be beneficial. On the other hand, excessively over-estimations are ineffective
because of the bias towards larger and costly instances. Under-estimations have
shown to increase the chance of deadline misses, but they are not as ineffective,
as they can be corrected and affected jobs can be rescheduled. In any case, we
can conclude that accurate estimations help in achieving lower costs.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Building dynamic virtual clusters using cloud resources is an effective way of
saving in monetary cost. This paper has provided a cost-effective solution to
provision a virtual cluster using spot market cloud resources to run computa-
tional jobs having a deadline as a QoS constraint. To address this challenge, a
resource allocation and job scheduling policy, which takes into account varia-
tions in price and performance of cloud resources and aims at choosing the most
efficient virtual machines for deadline-constrained jobs. We have evaluated the
performance of the proposed policy, by comparing it to worst-case and best-case
scenarios. An improvement of up to 60% in cost has been obtained in comparison
with the worst-case, and the policy has performed close to the best-case.

We have also evaluated 5 runtime estimation methods and their effects on the
policy performance. For the given workload, we have concluded that more accu-
rate estimation methods provide significantly superior results, when compared
to methods that excessively over-estimate runtimes.

As future work, we will integrate our proposed solution into real cloud sched-
ulers, and evaluate further performance benefits of our approach. We will also
tackle the problem of jobs failures and delays due to the intermittent nature of
spot instances, by applying fault tolerance techniques such as workload migra-
tion, checkpointing and task duplication.
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